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Abstract
Given a set of objects O and a set of tests T , the abstract decision tree problem (DTP) is to construct a tree with min-
imum height that completely identi3es the objects of O, by using the tests of T . No algorithm with a good approximation
ratio is known to solve this problem. We give a theoretical support for this fact by showing that DTP does not admit an
o(log n)-approximation algorithm unless P = NP.
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1. Introduction
Let O={o1; o2; : : : ; on} be a set of objects and let T ={t1; : : : ; tm} be a set of tests. For each test ti ; 16 i6m, and each
object oj; 16 j6 n, we either have ti(oj)=false or ti(oj)=true, depending if the object oj fails in the test ti or not. We can
also think of ti as a set ti ={o∈O|ti(o)= true}. The abstract decision tree problem (DTP) is to construct an identi3cation
procedure that completely identi3es an object of O [5]. This problem can be modeled as an optimization problem on
binary trees. Each node of a binary tree corresponds to a test and each leaf to an object. To apply the identi3cation
procedure, one 3rst applies the test corresponding to the root of the tree to the unknown object. If it is true, one takes
the left branch; otherwise the right one. The procedure is recursively applied to the root of each successive subtree until
one reaches a leaf, which identi3es the unknown object. The objective function considered here is to minimize the height
of the tree, which corresponds to minimizing the number of tests that one needs to perform to identify an object in the
worst case.
Fig. 1 shows a decision tree D, where the set of objects is O={o1; o2; : : : ; o14} and the set of tests is represented by the
internal nodes of D. For example, t11 = {o1; o2; : : : ; o7}; t21 = {o1; o2; o3; o4}; t61 = {o8; o9}. The caption of this 3gure should
be ignored at this point.
Since this problem is NP-complete [6], one does not expect to 3nd a polynomial time algorithm to solve it. Some heuris-
tical methods are available. In particular, a very natural strategy that always chooses the test that splits the set of objects
in the most balanced way is a ln n-approximation algorithm [2]. No algorithm with better performance ratio is known.
Here, we give a theoretical support for this fact by showing that this problem does not admit an o(log n)-approximation
algorithm unless NP=P. As an immediate consequence, the greedy algorithm mentioned above is the best, up to constant
factors, that one can expect to do in a polynomial time. Though the result presented here is relatively simple, it is relevant.
A good indication of this relevance is the large number of papers [1], in diEerent contexts, that cite the NP-completeness
of the DTP established by Hya3l and Rivest [6].
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Fig. 1. A decision tree D(t1) associated to the basis test t1 = {o1; : : : ; o14}.
We remark here that we just consider the case where the objective function is the height of the decision tree. It would
be interesting to devise non-approximation results for the case where the objective function is the expected path length
of the tree. It is known that this problem is NP-complete [6].
2. On the hardness of the DTP
Here, we prove that DTP does not admit an o(log n)-approximation algorithm unless NP can be solved in a polynomial
time, that is P = NP.
Given a ground set U ={u1; : : : ; un} and a family C={C1; : : : ; Cm} of subsets of U , the minimum set covering problem
(SCP) is to 3nd a minimum cardinality subset I ⊆ {1; : : : ; m} such that⋃
i∈I
Ci = U:
It is well known that SCP is NP-complete [7]. A more recent result states that SCP does not admit an o(log n)-approximation
algorithm unless P = NP [3,4]. Our proof consists in showing that if there is an o(log n)-approximation algorithm for the
DTP, then there exists an o(log n)-approximation algorithm for SCP, contradicting the result of [3,4].
Let ISC be a generic instance of SCP, where the ground set is U={u1; : : : ; un} and the set collection is C={C1; : : : ; Cm}.
Now, we de3ne a reduction  that constructs an instance IDT for DTP starting from ISC.
(1) The set of objects O is given by O= {o1; : : : ; on}. The object oi, for i=1; : : : ; n, corresponds to the element ui of U .
(2) Basis tests: for i = 1; : : : ; m, if Ci = {ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uil}, then the basis test ti is de3ned by ti = {oi1 ; oi2 ; : : : ; oil}.
(3) Auxiliary tests: for each basis test ti, we create |ti|−1 new auxiliary tests t1i ; : : : ; t|ti|−1i , which are de3ned as follows:
Let D(ti) be a balanced binary tree with |ti| leaves, where each leaf corresponds to an object of ti. Then, the auxiliary
tests associated to ti are in one-to-one correspondence with the internal nodes in D(ti). The objects of the auxiliary
test associated to an internal node x are those that correspond to the leaves of the subtree rooted at the left child of x.
Therefore, the instance IDT consists of n objects, m basis tests and
∑m
i=1(|ti|−1) auxiliary tests. Fig. 1 shows a decision
tree D(t1) for t1 = {o1; : : : ; o14}. For example, t51 = {o5; o6}, since o5 and o6 are the objects associated to the leaves of the
subtree rooted at the left child of t51 .
The following fact is an immediate consequence of our construction:
Fact 1. The height of D(ti) is log |ti|	.
Let OPTSC be the size of an optimal solution for ISC and let OPTDT be the height of an optimal tree for the instance
IDT obtained through the reduction . We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. OPTDT6OPTSC + maxi=1; :::;m {log |ti|	}.
Proof. Let OPTSC = k and let I∗={i1; i2; : : : ; ik} be an optimal solution for ISC. We construct a decision tree D for IDT as
follows: the rightmost path of D contains the nodes corresponding to the basis tests ti1 ; : : : ; tik (the order that these tests
appear in the rightmost path of D is not important). For j = 1; : : : ; k, the left subtree rooted on the node tij is D(tij ).
Since the height of D(tij ) is equal to log |tij |	, which is not larger than maxi=1; :::;m {log |ti|	}, then the height of D is
at most
k + max
i=1;:::;m
{log |ti|	}= OPTSC + max
i=1;:::;m
{log |ti|	}:
Now, we prove our main theorem, which implies that DTP does not admit an o(log n)-approximation algorithm unless
P = NP.
Theorem 1. If there is an o(log n)-approximation algorithm for DTP, then there is an o(log n)- approximation algorithm
for the SCP.
Proof. We assume that there is an -approximation algorithm, say ADT, to solve the DTP. Moreover, we assume that
 = o(log n).
We apply the following steps to obtain a solution for ISC.
Step 1: Let z be a positive integer. Construct a new set covering instance ISCz containing z copies of the original set
covering instance ISC. More precisely, the new instance has universe set Uz = {u11; : : : ; u1n; u21; : : : ; u2n; : : : ; uz1; : : : ; uzn} and
collection set Cz = {Cm+1; : : : ; C2m; C2m+1; : : : ; C3m; : : : ; Czm+1; : : : ; C(z+1)m}. Furthermore, if Ci = {ui1 ; : : : ; uik}, then Cpm+i =
{upi1 ; : : : ; u
p
ik
}, for p= 1; : : : ; z.
Step 2: Apply the reduction  to construct an instance IDTz for DTP starting from ISCz .
Step 3: Use the approximation algorithm ADT to 3nd a feasible decision tree for IDTz .
Step 4: Construct a solution for ISCz from the IDTz ’s solution obtained at Step 3 (later, we explain how to do it).
Step 5: Choose the best solution for an individual copy of ISC from the solution of ISCz obtained at the previous step.
Let h be the height of the decision tree constructed by ADT at Step 3. Furthermore, let OPTSCz be the value of an
optimal solution for ISCz and let OPTDTz be the value of an optimal solution for IDTz . We observe that,
h6 OPTDTz 6 (OPTSCz + log n	);
where the rightmost inequality follows from Lemma 1 and from the fact that every basis test of the instance IDTz contains
at most n objects.
At Step 4, we construct a solution for ISCz from the solution of IDTz as follows: Let tj1 ; tj2 ; : : : ; tjh′ be the tests in the
rightmost path in the solution of IDTz . Observe that h
′6 h. For i = 1; : : : ; h′ do: if tji is a basis test, then include ji in
the solution for ISCz ; otherwise, if tji corresponds to an internal node of the decision tree D(tp), then include p in the
solution for ISCz . Observe that there can be auxiliary tests belonging to trees induced by diEerent basis tests. If this is
the case, choose one of them arbitrarily. After that, we must include in the solution of ISCz a set that contains the object
corresponding to the right child (if it exists) of tjh′ .
Let I = {i1; : : : ; i|I|} be the solution obtained for ISCz . Then,
|I |6 h+ 16 (OPTSCz + log n	) + 1:
Starting from I , we can easily obtain z (not necessarily diEerent) feasible solutions for ISC. In fact, for p= 1; : : : ; z; Ip =
{j∈ I |pm + 16 j6 (p + 1)m} is a feasible solution for ISC. Let p∗ = argminp∈{1; :::; z} {|Ip|}. At Step 5, the algorithm
chooses the solution Ip∗ . Since |Ip∗ |6 |I |=z and OPTSCz = zOPTSC, we have
|Ip∗ |6 
(
OPTSC +
log n	
z
)
+ 1:
By setting z = log n	, we obtain that |Ip∗ |6 (OPTSC + 2). Since, by assumption,  = o(log n), we have
|Ip∗ |
OPTSC
6
(OPTSC + 2)
OPTSC
= o(log n):
Therefore, we have exhibited an o(log n)-approximation algorithm for SCP.
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